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Abstract—In this study, the optimal tracking control problem
for the quadrotor which is a highly coupling system with
completely unknown dynamics is addressed based on data by
introducing the reinforcement learning (RL) technique. The
proposed Off-policy RL algorithm does not need any knowledge
of quadrotor model. By collecting data, which is the states of
quadrotor system then using an actor-critic networks (NNs) to
solve the optimal tracking trajectory problem. Finally, simulation
results are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of proposed
method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has been

gaining an increasing consideration in research society due

to its huge potential in many areas where the appearance

of human is hard to achieve, such as: disaster surveillance,

agricultural applications,... One of the most effective UAV

is quadrotor with the ability of vertically taking off and

landing, the versatile adaptation to arbitrary trajectories. So

that, the needs of solving the problem of tracking control for

a quadrotor has been put under research for years. Moreover, in

application, it could be impossible to have the fully knowledge

of the system due to the uncertainty of the environment where

the quadrotor functions, the unknown loads that quadrotor

carries. So the uncertainty is an indispensable part when it

comes to control a quadrotor. Recently, many proposed con-

trollers were proposed: PID-controller [5],[6], Linear-quadratic

regulator (LQR) Controller [3],[7], Backstepping technique

[1],[2], Sliding mode controller [4]. However, they are not

considered as optimal control. In [9], this paper proposed a

formation optimal control for multiple quadrotors. But the

disadvantages of this scheme is that it just tackled the tracking

problem for a simple trajectory which is straight line. This

paper proposed a control scheme based on Off-policy Rein-

forcement Learning algorithm to obtain the optimal controllers

for tracking problem of a quadrotor with completely unknown

knowledge of the system.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we present the model of quadrotor and the

traditional control scheme. A quadrotor 1 could be described

with dynamic equations:

mp̈ = TpRe3,3 2mge3,3

JΘ̈ = Ä 2 C(Θ, Θ̇)Θ̇
(1)
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Figure 1. A typical quadrotor

Where:

The position of the center of mass is p = [px, py, pz]
T * R

3.

The Euler angles Θ = [×, ¹, È]. ei,j is the vector which has i

numbers of zeros except for number 1 in the jth position.

C(Θ, Θ̇) =

þ

ø

c11 c12 c13
c21 c22 c23
c31 c32 c33

ù

û

We define Tp * R is the total force of all propellers Tp =
T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 và Ä = [Äφ, Äθ, Äψ]

T * R
3 is momentum

that acts on quadrotor which resolve around x, y, z axis, Tp =
kwuz and Ä = [lτkwuφ, lτkwuθ, ktuψ]

T . m is the weight, g

is gravity, J = diag(Jx, Jy, Jz) with Jx, Jy, Jz are moments

of inertia which resolve around x, y, z axis respectively. It

can be seen that this is 6 DOF which is highly coupling with

4 inputs uz, uφ, uθ, uψ . In fact, uz, uφ, uθ, uψ are dependent

on propellers’ velocity:

uz = É2
1 + É2

2 + É2
3 + É2

4

uφ = É2
2 2 É2

4

uθ = É2
1 2 É2

3

uψ = É2
1 2 É2

2 + É2
3 2 É2

4

(2)

Figure 2 illustrates the typical cascade control strategy for

a quadrotor which consists of position controller in the outer

loop and attitude controller in the inner loop.
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Figure 2. The principle of controlling quadrotors

Remark 1: The control objective is to obtain the optimal

tracking control by the Off-policy Algorithm RL for an un-

known dynamics quadrotor. It is worth noting that this strategy

has the advantage of solving the optimal tracking control

problem for a sophisticated trajectory with no prior knowledge

about the system by the iterative algorithm to estimate the

optimal controller.

III. PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY

A. Position Controller with Off-policy RL

The position dynamic can be written:

p̈ = m−1kwuzRe3,3 2 ge3,3

= m−1kwup
(3)

Note that up = uzRe3,3 2 m
kw
ge3,3 * R

3 Set xp =

[px, ṗx, py, ṗy, pz, ṗz]
T * R. Ap = diag(ap, ap, ap) * R

6×6,

ap = [02×1 e2,1] and Bp = m−1kw[e6,2, e6,4, e6,6] Assume

the desired trajectory ẋpd has ẋpd = Apdxpd and error

ep = xp 2 xpd, we could rewrite the expanded system:

Ẋp =

[

ėp
ẋpd

]

=

[

Ap Ap 2Apd
06×6 Apd

]

Xp +

[

Bp
06×3

]

up (4)

The cost function is chosen:

Vp(Xp(t)) =

∫

∞

t

e−λ(τ−t)(Xp(Ä)
TQpXp(Ä)

+ up(Ä)
TRpup(Ä))dÄ (5)

The Off-policy RL algorithm [8] for this optimal control

problem is proposed as:

——————————
—————

1) Initiate:

Start with an acceptable control input u0p and noise upe
which is added to guarantee PE condition. Collect data

and determine a threshold ÷p
2) Policy Evaluation

With uip(Xp) solved from previous iteration, let solve

V i+1
p (Xp) và ui+1

p (Xp) from equation:

V i+1
p (Xp(t+ ¶t))2 V i+1

p (Xp(t))

=2

∫ t+δt

t

[Xp(Ä)
TQpXp(Ä)

+ [uip(Xp(Ä))]
TRpu

i
p(Xp(Ä))]dÄ

+

∫ t+δt

t

¼V i+1
p (Xp(Ä))dÄ

+ 2

∫ t+δt

t

[ui+1
p (Xp(Ä))]

TRpu
i
p(Xp(Ä))dÄ

2 2

∫ t+δt

t

[ui+1
p (Xp(Ä))]

TRp[u
0
p(Ä) + upe]dÄ

(6)

3) Policy Improvement

Continue to iterate until 'ui+1
p 2 uip' < ÷p

——————————
—————
To approximate V ip và uip, Critic-Actor NNs ware estimated

as:

V ip (Xp) = wTV pÇp(Xp) (7)

uip(Xp) = wTupÈp(Xp) (8)

In detail, Çp(Xp) * R
l1 and Èp(Xp) * R

l2 are 2 activation

function vectors. wV p * R
l1×1 and wup * R

l2×3 are 2

weight vectors respectively. Then, we can apply Least-Square

Algorithm to solve (6).

After obtaining optimal up = [upx, upy, upz]
T , we could have

uz , desired attitudes angles:

uz =
√

u2px + u2py + (upz + ub)2

Èd = 0

×d = arcsin(
upxsin(Èd)2 upycos(Èd)

uz
)

¹d = arctan(
upxcos(Èd) + upysin(Èd)

upz + ub
)

(9)
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Figure 3. The position tracking error at initial stage

B. Attitude Controller with Off-policy RL

In the inner loop, similar control structure is proposed.

Set xΘ = [×, ×̇, ¹, ¹̇, È, È̇]T .Here, we have ẋΘ = FΘxΘ +
BΘuΘ and BΘ = [e6,2bΘ1, e6,4bΘ2, e6,6bΘ3] * R

6×3 bΘ1 =
J−1
x lτkw, bΘ2 = J−1

y lτkw, bΘ3 = J−1
z kt. The desired trajec-

tory of attitude was obtained in the outer loop, which could

be described as ẋΘd = FΘdxΘd. Let have eΘ = xΘ 2 xΘd.

Firstly, we have the expanded system:

ẊΘd =

[

ėΘ
ẋΘd

]

=

[

FΘ FΘ 2 FΘd

06×6 FΘd

]

XΘd +

[

BΘ

06×3

]

uΘ

(10)

The cost function is chosen as:

VΘ(XΘ(t)) =

∫

∞

t

e−λ(τ−t)(XΘ(Ä)
TQeXΘ(Ä)

+ uΘ(Ä)
TRuΘ(Ä))dÄ (11)

Then, we continue to implement the iterative algorithm as in

the previous section.

IV. SIMULATION

Consider a quadrotor with the desired trajectory is a spiral

trajectory

At the first stage, we use 2 PID-controllers for both outer

and inner loops to collect data for the next stage of training

to obtain the optimal controllers. Note that noises is added to

the system to guarantee the PE condition.

The position tracking error in this stage is illustrate in Fig 3.

Then, we use the data as the input to the algorithms which

are proposed in the previous section. The convergences of the

weights are shown in Fig 4.

After we obtain the weights, estimated optimal controllers

are applied to the object. The tracking performance is illus-

trated in Fig 5.

Figure 4. The convergence of weights in position controller

Figure 5. The tracking position of the optimal controllers

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel control strategy which consists of the

Off-policy RL algorithm was proposed. By collecting data to

train two actor-critic networks (NNs) which aim to estimate

the optimal controllers which includes position controller and

attitude controller, this structure has the advantage of no need

of any prior information of the highly coupling system. Fi-

nally, simulation results are provided to illustrate the tracking

performance of a sophisticated trajectory of the system.
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